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Abstract. Certain properties of logic programs are inexpressible in terms of their declarative 
semantics. One example of such properties would be the actual form of procedure calls and 
successes which occur during computations of a program. They are often used by programmers 
in their informal reasoning. In this paper, the inductive assertion method for proving partial 
correctness of logic programs is introduced and proved sound. The method makes it possible to 
formulate md prove properties which are inexpressible in terms of the declarative semantics. An 
execution mechanism using the Prolog computation rule and arbitrary search strategy (e.g., 
OR-parallelism or Prolog backtracking) isassumed. The method may also be used to specify the 
semantics of some extra-logica built-in procedures for which the declarative semantics i not 
applicable. 
1. Introduction 
One of the most attractive features of logic programs is their declarative semantics 
[l, 141. It describes the meaning of programs in terms of least Herbrand models 
and logical consequence. It states, informally speaking, that whatever is computed 
by a logic program is its logical consequence and whatever its logic& consequence 
is may be computed (unless the interpreter gets into an infinite loop due to an 
imperfect search strategy). More precisely, if a goal +A succeeds with a substitution 
8 as an answer, then VA8 is a logical consequence of the program. If VA8 is a 
logical consequence of the program, then there exists a computation for +A giving 
an answer substitution u which is more general than 8 (there exists a y such that 
8 = oy). The least Herbrand model of a program is equal to the set of all ground 
atomic formulas A for which there exists a successful computation for the goal + 
In most cases the declarative semantics i  sufficient for dealing with logic programs. 
For instance, it may form a basis for formal program synthesis [12]. 
are some important properties of logic programs which are inexpressible in terms 
of the declarative semantics. For example, the information about the form of 
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arguments at every call of a procedure provided by Prolog mode declarations cannot 
be expressed in terms of declarative semantics. It is also often the case that a Prolog 
procedure is written under the assumption that all its invocations are of a certain 
form (and does not work properly en called in another way). Consider, for 
example, the procedure 
append(X - Y, Y -5 X - 2). 
which appends difference lists. n used with the two first arguments being 
variables it produces incorrect results (they are not difference lists). Another example 
is the procedure pemute: 
pe~ute(c I, C I). 
pemutd T, CE I PI3 + remove( T, E, Tl), permute( Tl, P). 
remove([ H 1 T], H, T). 
remove([H 1 Tj, E, [H 1 Tl]) * removei T, E, Tl). 
which loops (after producing one answer) when invoked with a variable as the first 
argument. Many built-in procedures of Prolog also require a particular form of their 
arguments at the moment of a call. In every-day reasoning about logic programs it 
is often necessary to discuss the actual form of procedure calls and answers. Features 
of this kind till be called here run-time properties as they concern not only the 
computed answers but also the execution process. Of course, they cannot be dealt 
with ire terms of the declarative semantics. 
The declarative semantics is also insufficient in that it cannot predict the actual 
form of an answer. Knowing that VA0 is a logical consequence of a program we 
cannot say which substitutions are the answers to the goal +A (we only know that 
there is an answer more general an 0). Consider two programs: 
P(f (4). P(f W?. 
P(f (X)). q(a)- 
The declarative semantics of both programs is the same, but for a goal +p( Y) they 
give different sets of answers. Proving what the actual answers are is possible in 
our approach. 
This paper describes an inductive assertion method for proving run-time properties 
of logic programs. It is an extended version of [7,8]. In this work we are inspired 
by the well-known results of [9] and [ 111 for imperative programs but, due to the 
rather different nature of logic programs, direct application of these results is not 
le. Our assertions refer to the bindings of the arguments of a procedure at 
each possible call of this procedure and upon its completion. Our notion of correct- 
ness relies on such asse ions; a program is correct iff the conditions expressed by 
the assertions of a procedure are satisfied whenever this procedure is called, and 
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whenever it achieves a success. We deal only with partial correctness: a procedure 
may loop or fail but if the program is correct we still know that the arguments of 
every subsequent call have the properties expressed by the corresponding assertion. 
An attempt o treat termination of logic programs in a formal way is presented in 
[lo]. A theoretical characterisation of termination which, given a logic program and 
a computation rule, allows the classification of queries as either termina 
non-terminating is given in [19]. We believe that our approach can be co 
with some analysis of termination but we postpone this to future research. 
The rest of the paper is organLed as follows. Section 2 introduces the notion of 
the asserted logic program. Section 3 contains an informal explanation of the 
inductive assertion method with some example proofs. Its purpose is to introduce 
intuitions facilitating u derstanding of Section 4 which presents the method in a 
formal way. The latter section also discusses applying the method to Prolog built-in 
procedures. A proof of the main theorem of this section is presented separately in 
Section 5. Section 6 contains comparisons with related approaches. 
2. Logic programs with assertions 
In this section we introduce the notion of an asserted logic program. We assume 
familiarity with foundations of logic programming, as presented for instance in [ 141. 
By a logic program we mean a set of Horn clauses of the form 
a0-1, . . . . a, n30, 
including a goal clause of the form 
+ aI, . . . . &I nW 
where each ai is an atomic formula of the form p( tl , . . . , t,) (m 2 0) consisting of 
an m-ary predicate symbol p and terms t, , . . . , tm. The terms have the standard 
syntax: they are either variables or are constructed from functors and variables 
(constants are zero-argument functors). 
- By an n-ary procedure q of a logic program we mean the set of all clauses of the 
program whose left-hand sides begin with the n-ary predicate letter q. 
In the examples we will use the syntax of Edinburgh Prolog [2] including the list 
notation (functors including constants beginning with a small letter, variables 
beginning with a capital letter, [ ] standing for the empty list, [Head 1 Tail] for the 
list consisting of Head and Tail, [ tI , . . . , t,,] for an n-element list). 
In this paper the form of procedure calls and answers during execution of logic 
programs is treated formally in the framework of SLD-derivations. Nothing about 
search strategy is assumed; it may be, for instance, OR-parallelism or the backtrack- 
ing of Prolog with or without cut. t in order to be able to obtain nontrivial results, 
some limitations on the comput F rule are needed. In this paper the Prolog 
Qomputation rule is used (the leftmost ato a in a current goal is always 
selected). 
Our intention is to describe the form of procedure arguments at every possible 
call and upon its completion, and to prove &zorrectness of such descri is 
resembles the idea of introducing assertions for imperative programs 19,111. Asser- 
tions are logic formulas that characterise states (variable valuations) of imperative 
programs. These formulas are to be interpreted on the data domain referred to by 
the gram. The assertions can be seen as a specification of a program. They 
faci e understanding ofprograms and are used as a basis for program verification. 
For each statement S of a program, two assertions, a precondition and a post- 
condition, are given. They describe, respectively, states before the execution of S 
and states after this execution. . 
Experience has shown that it is often more convenient o use binary assertions 
[lS] which involve two states. For example, a postcondition for a statement may 
describe the relation between the input and output states of this statement (while 
a “normal”, unary ertion describes a set of states). In our approach, in order to 
describe a logic a unary precondition and a binary postcondition are 
associated with every predicate symbol p of the program. The precondition charac- 
terises the arguments of every call of the procedure p, and the postcondition describes 
relations between these arguments and their final instances when a call succeeds. 
The pair of pre- and postcondition will be called here an assertion. A program with 
an assertion for all its predicate symbols is called an asserted pmgram, 
An asserted program is said to be correct iff during its execution, for any procedure 
call the precondition of the procedure is satisfied, and upon a success of the call 
the postcondition is satisfied. Note that this is partial correctness. It does not say 
whether a success actually occurs. A formal definition of program correctness is 
given in Section 4. 
Now we introduce a metalanguage for writing assertions for logic programs. The 
language of clauses (the logic programming language) will be referred to as the 
object language. The domain of interpretation for the metalanguage are (not 
I-2cessarily ground) terms of the object language. This is because the metalanguage 
is intended to describe relations on (object language) terms. The functors and the 
predicate symbols of the metalanguage iven in the definition below refer only to 
some basic operations and relations. We do not intend to give an exhaustive list of 
such symbols, nor to restrict ourselves to some minimal set. 
itio (7Re metalanguage of assertions). (1) Variables: 
(a) ‘pi,pi (i=l,*va, n) where p is an n-ary predicate of the object language, 
(b) T, U, v,.... 
Comment: *pi stands for the value of ith argument of p at invocation of the procedure 
p. pi stands for the value of this argument at success. T, U” & . . . , stand for any terms. 
(2) iwary functors (n 
(a) n-ary functors 0 
(b) variables oft . 
(c) * ’ =. 
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For the functors from the cases (a) and (b) the interpretation of a functor is the 
functor itself. 
(3) Terms: standard definition. 
(4) Redicate symbols: =, var, ground, <, =, . . . . 
Their interpretation is as follows: 
= term equality, 
var( T) iff T is an (object language) variable, 
ground(T) iff T is an (object language) ground term, 
T-W iff Tisasubtermof U, 
f = U iff the terms T and U are variants of each other (they differ at most in the 
names of their variables), 
disconnected( VI, . . . , I(,) iff no variable occurs in more than one of the terms 
v K, 19-*** 
subterm( 7, U, I) iff TX U and I is the corresponding selector (assuming any fixed 
way of assigning selectors to subterm occurrences). 
(5) Logical connectives and quantijiers: tnre, false, v, &, a, . . . . 
(6) Formulas: standard definition. 
(7) An assertion for the predicate p is an expression 
where FI, F2 are formulas which do not contain the variables .qi, qi for q # p and 
pi does not occur in F,. FI, F2 are called the precondition and the postcondition 
for p. 
Sometimes it is necessary to add integer arithmetic to the metalanguage. In this 
case we add numbers, arithmetical functors and predicates with the obvious interpre- 
tation. 
Let a be an (object language) atomic formula of the form p( tl, . . . , tn). We will 
often say “pre- (post-)condition for a” instead of “pre- (post-)condition for p”. 
Definition 2.2. Let a = p( tl, . . . , tn). 
(1) a satiz#ies its prow ditim FI iff FI is true w.r.t. (any) variable assignment in 
which the values of “p, , e respectively tl , . . . , tn. 
(2) Let u be a substit “i au) satisjies its postcondition F2 iff F2 is “rrue w.r.t. 
(any) variable assignment in which the values of ‘p, , . . . , .p,, are respectively tl , . . . , tn 
and the values of pi, . . . , pi are respectively tla, . . . , tna. 
For unary postconditions (this means for t ithout occwrences of .pi) we 
will sometimes ay “am satisfies its postcondition” skipping the irrelevant element 
of the pair. 
ment predicate symbol. is is an assertion for 
‘Pt fl ‘pa l P3 x 
P;=P;=[Iv~ground(p;)&((var(V)& V-cp;)+V-cp;) 
The precondition means that the second and the third arguments of p are variables 
which do not occur in the first agument. The postcondition means t
second and the third arguments are empty lists or the s 
every variable occurring in it also occurs in the thii a 
actually a unary postcondition (since it is independent 
of PI* 
The atomic fc,anula p([ 1, 219 X, Y) satisfies its precondition and p([ 1, X], X, Y) 
does not. The postcondition is satisfied (L21, K 0, p(L21, [ I,[ IN and by 
(PU 1,21, x9 n PW, 21, I: K 21, cpair( ir(2,Z)l)). 
The program below is a part of the program se&&se 121. 
+p(T, x, n hereXI(T,Y*T (1) 
PC 19 I 19 I I). (2) 
PUAI W, 13 1 W, Wr(4 B) 1 LCI) + PU, LB, W- (3) 
This program together with the assertion is an asserted program. (Note that formally 
it is a class of programs as a class of goal statements i specified. X and Y are 
object language variables while T stands for any term not containing these variables.) 
(Asserted program). The program from Example 2.3 (but without any 
conditions for T in (1)) and with the following assertion for p: 
pre true; 
post Pi = P; = [ 1 v (vad’p2) kvar(‘p,) Bt lp2 1( ‘pI gt”p3 7c ‘pl 
le 2.5 (Asserted program). The program from Example 2.3 with the following 
assertion for p: 
e postcondition means that the second argument of p (at a success of p) is a list 
of distinct variables. 
e section contains an informal and intuitive presentation of the content of 
e readers may prefer to sk nd refer directly to that section. 
Let us discuss computations of a relating to its clause 
ao+-al,...,a,. 
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The clause may be invo d only when a current subgoal, say 6, is unifiable with 
oo. A: a result of the unification, some of the variables occurring in a~ ~21 be 
instantiated to terms, not necessarily ground. Let V denote a variable occurring in 
(4) or in 6. The value of V after the unification will be denoted by Vo. The value 
of an unbound variable is the variable itself. So Vo= V, for example if V occurs 
neither in Q, nor 6. 
Let 0; be al with every variable V substituted by Vow Mow, a: becomes the current 
subgoal. Upon a success of a’, the variable bindings are updated: the value of each 
V is denoted by p/l, and ‘1 with the new bindings is denoted by 0:. 
Note that the difference between V. and V, is due to binding some of the variables 
which occur both in V, and in a:. The variables are being bound to terms which 
replace them in V. giving V, . If there are no such variables, then V. = V, . Further, 
V. and Vi may differ even if V does not occur in ~1~. 
Example 3.1. (1) Let V. = V, Q; =p(V, b)=& Suppose that ar=p(f(c), b); then 
V, =f(c). 
(2) Let Vo=f(X, Y), Uo= X, al = q(U); then ui = q(X). Suppose that a! = 
q(g(2)). Then _V, =g(Z), V, =f(g(Z), Y). V does not occur in a,, but VI # V,. 
In the sequel of the computation, each ai may become a current subgoal with 
current values of its variables. The current value of a variable V at this moment is 
denoted by V_, and a: is ai . with every variable V substituted by V,_*. Upon a 
success of ~55 the variable bindings are updated; Ui with these new bindings is 
denoted tin 07 ;;nin$ the value of V at this moment is denoted by Vi. The dependencies 
betwc-:c ‘iJ1_ : and Vi are of the same kind as discussed above for i = 1. 
X-W v-e are ready to present an informal definition of a valuation sequence for 
clause (-Q and the (sub)goal 6. This is a sequence po, . . . , p,, of substitutions uch 
that there exists a program P (containing (4)) and a computation of P for which 
pi = {V- V 1 V is a variable occurring in (4) or 6). 
Thus ai = aipi-1 and a: = aipi. Note that the definition takes into account only what 
is implied by the very clause (4) and 6. It does not depend on any other clauses. 
Every computation of any program where the subgoal 6 invokes clause (4) has a 
corresponding valuation sequence for (9) and 6. This is true atso in the case of 
backtracking or looping. If ai does not succeed, then, in the corresponding valuation 
sequence, V,, . . . , l+(_, are the values of V which actually occurred in the com- 
putation. Backtracking is understood here as an attempt to construct another 
computation. Note that a valuation sequence xists iff 6 is unifiable with ao. 
A formal definition of a valuation sequence is 
is based on the following properties. Firstly, p. is 
en, the difference bet 
pi = Pi-lCri (Cj is a&l 
Gi may change only the values of those variables which occur in ai and it must not 
uce variables which 
in af. 
in 
Let b = p(c, 2). Consider 
PO4 Cl+ dA, Jv, d&C), s* 
One of the possible valuation sequent is 
ecu 
A,=c, &;=B, 
A,=c, 
A,=A,=i; B2= =f(d), C+2=&=C3=2!3=e. 
The reader may cons@uti a correspo For all valuation sequences 
BO=B,Ao=c=A1=Al=AjandB2 e other possible Co is Co = C, 
Let ai be & in which every variable tituted by Y”. If P is a co_mct 
a: must satisfy thei itions and (a;, a!), . . . , (a:, a”,) 
nditions. The precoadition for b and the postcondition for 
($, a:) must hold as well, 
The following verification criterion (cf. also Fig. 1) is proved in the next section 
and is a basis for our f method. (For simplicity, a goal clause -al,. . . , a, is 
C-e&..., a, where both the precondition and postcondition for 
To prove that the program is correct, it is enough to prove for every clause 
%*6,*-V aR in the program (n 3 0) that, for any goal 6 satisfying its precondition 
and any valuation sequence (for the clause and b), 
(1) the precondition for ai holds, 
(2) fork=&..., n - 1, the prec0n i+l is implied by the postconditions 
for (4 9 a;), . . . s (4, 41, 
(3) the postcondition for (b, a:) is implied by the postconditions for 
(4 9 a3,. . . 9 (a:, 41. 
prove for every clause 
cation condition, a diagram; arrows stand for implications. 
assume that the su 
precondition for ai holds, it follows 
postconditions for (a;, a;), . . . , (ak, Q:) hold (because the preconditions for 
a:,... , ai me already proved). The me assumption, for k = n, can 
prove the postcondition for (b, a:). 
Note that for n = 0 it is enough to prove the postconditi for (b, a:) (the 
conditions (1) and (2) and the premises in (3) di r n==I c (2) 
disappears. 
In our proofs we will use some abbreviations and notational conventions. Let ( 
be the clause under consideration. When it does not lead to ambiguity, we will say 
that a precondition is satisfied by ai (instead of the appropriate instance of q). The 
same goes for postconditions. If the predicate symbol of Oi is p, we will also say 
that the pre- (post-)condition for p is satisfied (or “. . . for pi” if p occurs more than 
once in the clause). For example, in a proof for the clause test(X)+ 
testa(condl, X, Y), #es&( Y), test( Y), we usually say “the postcondition for restb 
is satisfied” instead of “the postcondition for (a$, a:) is satisfied” where ai and U: 
are appropriate instances of tesf6( Y) (that means a$ = restb( Y,), a; = festb( Yz)), 
By l pLj and p; we denote the value of the jth argument of pi at the moment of 
its invocation and its success respectively. The index i may be skipped when p 
occurs only once in the clause. So in the example above, ‘test3., = Yz, test;,, = &, 
?esta, = testa; = cond 1. 
Example 3.3 (Correctness proof for the program from Example 2.3). The proof for 
clauses (1) and (2) is immediate. Consider (3): 
PUA I w, [B I w, I pair(A, 8) 1 LC]) +p( LA, L 
bt the head of (3) be unified with b satisfying it en b=p(P,X v) 
where X f Y (because of the occur check). Then 
and none of them occurs in LAO. So the precondition 
, LCO are distinct variables 
for p1 (strictly speaking, for 
p( LAO, LB,,, LC,)) holds. 
It remains to prove that the postcondition for po, i.e., for 
(b, P(E4 I LA,19 c 
Ids. B, = BO since BO does not oc 
). Let V be a variable and 
(2) V K LB1 and from the pJstcondition for p1 we obtain V < EC, i pi,3. 
142 W? 
(Correctness proof for the progrczm from Example 2.5). The proof for 
(2) is trivial. Clause (3) and the precondition for 
As we have already proved, the precon 
. From the postcondition for p1 
so p;,2= [B,, v,, l 
the invocation of p1 (see also Definition 
holds. QED. 
The main part of this section is a definition of program correctness and the 
verification theorem. These are preceded by a few necessary definitions and followed 
by examples. Then extensions dealing w Prolog built-in predicates are discussed. 
Let t be a term and 8=(V+tl,..., V+ tn} a substitution. The following 
notation will be used= 
it 
variables(t) is the set of (object language) variables occurring in t, 
variables( tl , . . . 9 t,) = variables( tl) u l l l u variables( t,), 
domW=W, .., KJ, 
variables{ P ’ =- ~ar”&les( tl, . . . , t,). 
We use the traditional definition of SLD-derivation as presented in [ 143 restricting ’ 
to the fixed computation rule of Prolog. However, we must make explicit some 
assumptions. For a most general unifier (mgu) 8 of tl and t2 we require that it does 
not introduce new variables: 
variables( 8) c variab es( tl) u variables( t2). 
Note that 8 does not use unnecessary variables: 
dam(0) s variables( t,) u variables( t2). 
For an SLD-derivation we require that variables are standardise apart. That is, if 
a9G is an SLD-derivation, then, for every i <i, 
variables( Ci ) n variables( Ci) = 8 and variables( Gi) n vatiables( Cj) = 0 
(where C&G,,... is the goal sequence, C, , C2,. . . is the clause variant sequence 
is the unification sequence of the derivation; the sequences may be 
finite 3r infinite). 
asserted program P is correct iff, for every SLD-derivation of P, 
uence of goal clauses and 01, 02, . . . is the sequence of 
lnductiw assertion me 
then 
(1) a, satisfies its precondition, 
(2) if there exists a j > i sue 
then ( aI, ai &+, . . . @j) satrsfies its postcondition for the least such j. 
Informally, a1 is a procedure call, @i+l. . . ej the correspondin 
substitution, a,&+1 . . . 6) the instantiation of a, at the moment 
part of the SLD-derivation between i and j is the computatio 
procedure call al. 
To facilitate formulation of the main theorem we introduce the notion of a 
valuation sequence. 
Definition 4.2. A sequence of substitutions po, . . . , p,, (n a 0) is a valuation sequence 
foraclause a(pal,..., tzn and for an atomic formula (a 
(0) variables(b) n variables( ao, a,, . . . , a,,) = 8, 
(1) p. is an mgu of b and ao, 
and there exist ol,. . . , o=, (called an answer sequence) such that, for i = 1,. . . , n, 
(2) Pi = Pi-loi, 
(3) dom(ai) G variables(aipi_1), 
(4) variables(ai) nvariables((a,c aI,. . . , a&_,) G variables(aipi_J. 
pi can be understood as a valuation of clause variables upon a success of aiPi_1 
(provided it succeeded). Ui is the corresponding computed answer substitution. It
can bind only the variables occurring in cliPi- and cannot introduce variables which 
have already occurred except for those in aiPi_1 (cf. condition (4)). Using the 
notation from the previous section, Vii = K for any variable V occurring in the 
clause. 
The theorem below is the main result of this paper and the basis of our proof 
method. In the theorem we assume that a o = goal for a goal clause where go 
special predicate symbol which does not occur elsewhere. The assertion for goal is 
pre true;post true. A proof of the theorem will be given in Section 5. 
Tbeorem (Verification condition). Let P be an asserted program. 
condition Ptobecorrectis:foreveryaoca,,...,a,beingacIauseofP(n~0), 
for every b which satisftes its precondition, and for every corresponding valuation 
sequence po, . . . t pn 
(1) the precondition for a1 p. is satisfied ; 
(2) forevetyk=l,..., n-1,if (a,po,a,pl) ,..., (akp&l, a&) satisfy fheirposf- 
conditions, then the precondition for ah;+l pk is satisfied; 
(3) if (w0, wl), . . . 9 &P~-~, ei~post~o~ditions, thenthepostcon- 
dition for (b, a0 p,,) is satisjied. 
1 w. lIMberit, 1 Mh~hti 
Note that for a unary clause (n = 0) conditions (1), 
(3) the postcondition for (b, aI po) is satisfied. 
For n = 1 they reduce to 
(1) the precondition for al p. is satisfi 
(2), (3) above reduce to 
(3) if (a, po, al pl) satisfies its postcondition, then the postcondition for (b, 00~1) 
is satisfied. 
The verification condition is expressed in semantic terms. While provin 
tions (2) and (3 one has to refer to properties of substitution composition, substitu- 
tion application and unification. An interesting problem is finding a set of proof 
rules which would correspond to Theorem 4.3 and would allow to perform proofs 
in a syntactic way, like in axiomatic semantics. This could make it possible to 
automate the method. 
Two example proofs of program correctness were given at the end of the previous 
section. Here we present wo other examples relating to mode declarations and one 
Ise as a postcondition. 
4.4. Consider the following program 
-J(T). (5) 
4(L) +- AL, M N), SW3 Ll, L2). (6) 
P([ I, I 1, E lb (7) 
p(CAI w, CBI w, IP~44 mI LCI) +pw¶ LB, LO (8) 
41 1, I I, I I)- (9) 
s(lX I Ll, IX I Lll, L2) + SW9 Lb La. 00) 
sax I Ll, Lb IX I L21) + a¶ Lb w. 01) 
(where the procedure p, is the same as in the previous examples) with the assertions 
TJ, n a O&Vi lvar( T;:), 
TJ, n aO&Vilvar( &)&var(‘s,)&var(‘s,); 
AS the correctness proof for the program is easy, we present here proofs for 
clauses (6) and (10) only. 
A proof for (6): Let ead of (6) be unified with b satisfying its precondition. 
As the precondition is b = q(S) (where S is any term) and p. = {L- S} (if S 
. 
variable, it may also be i. = {S I++ L)). Let a1 = p( L, N) and c2 = s( N, L1, L2). 
sume that (a, po, Q, pl) satisfies its postcondi- 
T,], n 2 O&Vilvar( &) and the precondition 
letes the proof for (6) since t 
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A proof for (10): Let b = TJ, U, V) satisfy its precondition (this means 
n 30, U, V are variables, I’“, , . . . , T, are not variables). Let 6 be unified with the 
head of (10) by mgu po. Then n 3 1, 
(where W, X are variables) and 
which satisfies its precondition. This completes the proof for (IO) since the postcondi- 
tion for s is true. 
From the precondition for s it follows that the procedure s may be giver, a mode 
declaration s(+, -, -) 1163 (since, at every call of s, the first ar 
variable and the remaining arguments are variables). 
Example 43. Consider the program fragment 
P +- df!d, w, r(X)* 
s( Y) + d Y, Xl, t(X)- 
(12) 
(13) 
with the assertions 
p:pmtrue;posttme 
q : pre true; post ground( *ql) *ground( q;) 
r : pre ground(‘rJ ; post rue 
Let all the remaining assertions be pre true ; e. It is easy to prove that this 
asserted program is correct (under the assumption that the procedure q consists 
only of (14) and that the only invocation of r occurs in (12)). So the procedure r
may be given a mode declaration t(+). 
Within the framework of partial correctness, it is impossible to express (nor prove) 
the actual success of a procedure call. On the other hand, the non-success can be 
dealt with. The postcondition false means that the corresponding procedure never 
succeeds (thus it fails or loops). Consi 
W. Drabent, J. Maluszytiski 
It is easy to check that the verification condition holds; hence, the program above 
is correct (with any goal clause). The assertion means that 
(1) if q is called with an argument nonunifiable with 0, then it loops or fails and 
(2) if called with an argument unifiable with 0, it results in binding it to 0 provided 
it succeeds. 
From the assertion it does not follow whether q fails or whether it loops in case 
(1) and which of the three possibilities-success, loop or failure-occurs in case 
(2). (Actually, in case (1) q loops and in case (2) it loops or succeeds and then 
loops, depending on the search strategy.) These kind of questions are outside of 
the scope of the presented method as they are not related to partial correctness. 
Comment: The postcondition false implies that no ground instance of any call 
satisfying the precondition is in the least erbrand model of the program. 
Our approach can easily be extended to deal with some extra-logical built-in 
procedures. It can provide their formal semantics and also the absence of some 
run-time errors can be proved. The declarative semantics i  inapplicable to this kind 
of procedures. 
@a! 46 (Axiomrztic semantics of the PIolog [2] built-in procedure VW). The 
meaning of the procedure may be described by the assertion 
varCvur,)&‘var, = trar’, . 
The postcondition states that at the moment of call the argument was an uninstanti- 
’ ated variable. Thus in the other case the procedure does not succeed. 
xample 4.7 (Correctness of use of the fiolog built-in procedure is). Consider the 
assertion 
is : pre intexpr(‘is& 
e 
where intexpr( T) ilI T is an expression built out of integers and arithmetical functors. 
If an asserted program with the above assertion is correct, then no run-time error 
connected with wrong arguments of is occurs. 
A simple extension allowing programs containing Prolog negation is possible. It 
will be discussed informally. Consider the Prolog procedure not. The postcondition 
for it is not; = l noi, since not does not bind its arguments. During a computation 
invoked by call + not( T) all the respective pre- and postconditions hould be satisfied, 
in particular the precondition of T. So the assertion for not is 
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where A implies that 
(1) ivar(‘notJ, 
(2) ‘not, satisfies i:~ eeondition. 
Notice that the argume reated both as a term and as an atomic formula. 
With such an assertion for not the proof method remains sound. To prove that nor 
is used in a safe way [14] the precondition should imply also 
(3) ground(‘not,). 
A similar approach is possible for he metacall of Prolog (procedure call). 
Example 
not : pre 3 1 ‘not, = p( f ( T)) v ‘not, = q(g( f)) ; 
p:pmdT*p,=f(T);... 
q:pretrue;... 
According to the precondition, ‘not, is of the form p(f(T)) or q(g( T)). In both 
cases it satisfies its precondition. Hence, if the verification condition holds for an 
asserted program containing these assertions, then the program is correct. 
5. Proof of the verification theorem 
This section proves the soundness of our method. To facilitate the proof we 
introduce some definitions. Let GO, G1,. . . ; Cl, C2,. . . ; 6,. &, . . . be an SLD- 
derivation (the reader is referred to [14] for standard definitions and theorems). 
Definition 5.1. A k,l-&refutation (of this derivation) is Gk_l,. . . , G,; 
c k, . . . , c,; ok, . . . , @, such that 
-I= &b I,=-=, b,, ona6 
G,= +(b ,..., b,)&...@, 
and I is the least such number. 
Definition 5.2. A k, j-&derivation (of this derivation) is Gk_, , . . . , Gj; Ck9 . . l , Cj; 
8 k, . . . ,6)i such that 
G k-_l=d,b ,,..., b,, ma0 
and, for k s i s j, Gi is Ot of the form +(bl,. . . , b,)&. . . Oie 
A subrefutation beginning with +b, . . . is a fragment of an erivation related 
ccessful procedure call b. A subderivation beginning same goal may 
be treated as a not yet completed computation associated with b. 
e sufficient condition from rem 4.3 will often be re rred to as (SC). 
3. Let Gk_, e+ . . . . G,;Ck,...,C,;ilk ,..., er be a subwfitation of an SLD- 
detivation qf a program Pfor which (SC) is sati$ed Let ks is 1 and 
GkBl = +b, bl,. . . , b,,,, 
where Ai is a sequence of atomic formulas. men 
dom( vi) C_ variables( b, C&, . . . , ci), 
variables(q) C_ variables( b, c&r . . . , Ci) atui 
variables(A,ai) C_ variables( b, Ck, . . . , Ci). 
Corollary 5.4. Let GO, G1,. . . ;C,, C2,. . . ;8,, t&, . . . be an SLD-derivation of 
a progmm for which (SC) is sati@ed Let there exist a k;l-subefitation of the 
derivation. Let GkBl = + b, bl, . . . , bm. men Gk-,ek.. .i& = Gk_,o where u = 
ok... & Ivariables( b) (and “1” is defined by 8 1 X = { VH t E 8 : V E X}). More gen- 
emlly, for every s< S 
Lemma 5.5. Let Go&, . . . ;c,, cz,. . . ;e,, e,, . . . be an SLD-deri~tion of a pm- 
gram for which (SC) is sat&fled Let a &ubrefitation of the derivation exist. Let 
@k-l =+b,b ,,..., b, where b satisfies its precondition men (b, b& . . . 0,) satisfies 
its postcondition. 
f. By induction on I - k Let the premises of the lemma hold. 
(1 = k): Let Gk be derived from G k-1 and a Unary clause t&) Using an Hip ok. 
Then from (SC) the postcondition for (b, a(#&) follows. 
(I> k): Let the lemma hold for every number less than I - k Then 
Gk =+(a1 ,..., a,,, bI ,..., bm)& 
is derived from Gk_l and a clause C& = oo’- al,. . . , a,,, n > 0. The substitution 8& 
is an mgu of b and a,,. 
There exist r. ,..., r, such that ro=k, r,=l and, for i=l,..., n, 
GQ = +(%+I 9 . . . , a,, b,, . . . , b,)& . . . e,,; 
the derivation has a (ri_1 + l), ri-subrefutation and ri is the least index for which it 
holds. The (ri-l+ I), ri-subrefutation can be understood as a successful execution 
of the procedure call a&#&. . l eri_, . 
kt&=& and,for i=l,...,n, 
Uj = 8 ri_,+l . . . t$I variableshflk . . . era_,), 
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and pi = pi-IO6 (ai may be treated as a computed answer substitution for 
a&k... e,,_,). want to prove that po, . . . , pn is a valuation sequence for b 
Ck. It remains to show that conditions (3) and (4) of Definition 4.2 hold. 
Let G = Gk or G = Gk_&. From Corollary 5.4 it follows that, for i = 0, . . . , n - 1, 
if 
G&+, . . . eq = Gu, . . . oi, 
G&+, . . . er*+, = Gq . . . vi+]. 
By induction, G&+, . . . l&6 = Gq . . . Oi for i = 0,. . . , n. Hence, 
bp,=bek...et, ai&1 = @ek. . . erd_, 
(and dom(vi) s variables(aipi_,) which is condition (3) of Definition 4.2), 
ai& = ai&. . . ert. 
By Lemma 5.3 applied to the (ri-l+ l), ri-subrefutation (where G,,_, = +alp2-1, . . . 
by (15)), 
vatiables(mi) E variables( eri_,+, . . . Ori) G variables&i-, , Cr,_,+l , l . . , Cc,)* 
Hence, variables( mi) n variables( ( a0 , . . . , a&-J s variables( aipi_1) (since vari- 
ables in the derivation are standardised apart and 
variables((ao, . . . , a,)pi-l) n variables( CJ = 0 
for j > ti-1). We have proved that po, . . . , p,, is a valuation sequence for b and Ck. 
Now, by (SCl), the precondition for alp0 is satisfied. If the precondition for 
aiPi_1 is satisfied, then the postcondition for (aipi,1, aipi) is satisfied (for every 
i=l , . . . , n, by the inductive assumption). The preconditions for LD;~~, . . . , a,,pn+ 
hold (by SC2)). The postcondition for (6, bpn) holds (by (SC3)). But bgJn = 6&. . .8, 
which completes the proof. Cl 
Emma 5.6. Let Go, G, , . . . ;C, , Cz, . . . ;8,, &, . . . be an SLD-derivation of a pro- 
gram for which (SC) is satisfied. l%en for every s thefirst atomic formula of G, satisfies 
its precondition. 
By induction on s. If s = 0, then the thesis follows immediately from (SCl). 
Let the lemma hold for every number less than s. Two cases are possible. 
Case 1: 
GS-+(a ,,..., a,,, b ,,..., b,,,)&, n>O 
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G s_l=+b,bl,...,b,,, 
‘I’he precondition for b is satisfied and G, is derived from G,_, and a clause 
&P-a,,..*, a,, . & is an mgu of b and a+ From (SCl) it follows that the precondition 
for a,@, is satisfied. 
Case 2 (n from the previous case equals 0): There exists a k < s (k 2 0) such that 
G, =+(b ,,..., b,,,)&...Os, 
G s-l=+(bo, bl ,...) b&3+. B,_,, 
Gk =+(a1 ,..., a,,bl ,..., bu, . . . . bm)&, 
Gk_, = +b, b,,+, , . . . , b,. 
Let k be the greatest such number (when k =0, then let G_, = +go 
Co be the goal glause goal+ . . .). Repeating the construction from the proof of 
Lemma 5.5 using a,, . . . , a,, bl , . . . , b, instead of a, ). . . , an and introducing r, only 
fort,st(r,=Q, = s) we prove that the precondition for b, is satisfied. The valuation 
sequence under consideration (for b and Ck) is po, . . . , pt+u where pi = pi_loi. oi is 
~intheprevio~prooffori=I,...,~=Fori=b+I,...,t+yoi=aWeomitdetails 
of the proof. c3 
Theorem 4.3 immediately follows from Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6. 
6 la&d work 
In this section the inductive assertion method for logic 
with other approaches targeting related goals. They are 
the inductive assertion method for imperative programs, 
the method of Courcelle and Deransart for proving 
grammars, 
abstract interpretation, and 
declarative semantics. 
programs is compared 
properties of attribute 
Among known approaches to proving program correctness, our method mostly 
resembles the inductive assertion method of [9]. The basic idea is the same: attaching 
formulae to program points. The program is correct if whenever the control reaches 
a point, the corresponding formula is true (provided that the formula at the entry 
is true; which is always the case in our method). However, the methods of [9] and 
[ 111 cannot be applied to logic programs. The main reason is the different nature 
of the variable in logic programming. 
The main difference between our method and those of [9] and [ 111 is that they 
make use of syntactic proof rules (see also [15] as a textbook reference). In the 
axiomatic method of oare, proof rules are the most apparent feature of the method. 
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The proofs are, however, not fully syntactic because they refer to semantic prop&es 
of the underlying domain (when provin validity of implications used in the an- 
sequence rule). In [9] syntactic rules are used to produce verification conditions 
that have to be proved valid in the related domain. Proofs in our method are 
semantic, they are based on properties of substitution composition, substitution 
application and unification. 
It seems rather difficult to express our method in terms of proof rules in the style 
of Hoare. The basic rule of the axiomatic method concerns assi nment. The corre- 
sponding rule in logic programming should describe the influe ce of a successful 
procedure call on the clause variables. This is much more difficult since the effects 
of unification are more complicat- than those of assignment. 
Courcelle and Deransart 143 pre a method for proving correctness of attribute 
grammars and discuss its application to logic programs. The application is based 
on the correspondence between te grammars and logic programs 161. It makes 
it possible to prove properties of rees of logic programs. However, as presented 
in [4], this does not include the run-time properties expressed by our preconditions 
because only complete proof trees are considered. This corresponds to completed 
computations. In such trees the predicate arguments at tree nodes have their final 
values that in general are not equal to those at the moments of respective procedure 
calls or successes. 
In the setting of [4] our method deals with partial proof trees (only those that 
can be created from the initial goal by sing the Prolog computation rule). This 
also includes trees which correspond t derivations which eventually fail. The 
properties which can be expressed and proved within our method concern only 
particular nodes in such a tree. A precondition concerns the leftmost nonempty 
leaf, if any. A unary postcondition concerns the node corresponding to a procedure 
call that “has just succeeded” (so the argument values are the same as at the moment 
of success). Such a node is the root of a complete proof subtree. There may be 
several such nodes in a partial proof tree. A binary postcondition relates a pair of 
corresponding nodes in two trees that represent two elements of one SLD-derivation. 
In contrast o our method, the approach o [4] deals with all nodes of (complete) 
proof trees. 
Common in both methods is the structure of proofs. To prove a property of a 
program, a “small” proof for every clause is made. Both are partial correctness 
methods. 
An important approach to derivation of program properties is abstract interpreta- 
tion. In the context of logic programming it appears in many papers, e.g., 11% 17, 
3, 131. Briefly speaking, its principle is “performing simulated computations in a 
domain of approximations to the values encountered in actual computations” 1131. 
Such simulated computation is always finite. As a result it gives a description of a 
superset of the set of all values which may occur during any actual computation 
(of the program under analysis). An abstract interpreter is universal in the sense 
that it can be applied to any program. Abstract interpretation of logic programs 
152 
was used for, among others, gene mode declarations, sharing analysis, occur 
check reduction and type inferring (see [3] for references). 
The main difference between abstract interpretation 
former is an automatic way to generare program properties. 
mations, which is a set of possible p 
It has to be a lattice, finite or of fi 
provides a method for (non-automatic) proving of prope 
The properties are expressed as assertions. There is 
possible properties. 
Both methods are partial correctness approaches. They deal neither with termina- 
tion nor completeness. The respective properties correspond to supersets of the sets 
of actual answers. 
Abstract interpretation treats a program as a whole while our proofs are structural. 
They are built out of a subproof for every clause. Modifying a program clause 
requires repeating the whole abstract interpretation process in the first case but only 
repeating the proof for this clause in the second. However, if the modification makes 
the asserted program incorrect, then also some assertions have to be changed and 
proofs for the clauses afIected should be redone. 
As an example, mode inference will be discussed. It was dealt with in the 
framework of abstract interpretation i  [16,17] and in [S]. The analyser of Mellish 
[16,17] will be here referred to as A, the other [S] as B. Example 4.4 presents a 
proof that a certain mode declaration is coraect for a given program. This mode 
declaration can be found neither by analyser A nor by B. This is because of too 
restricted domains of approximations. To find the mode declaration for s it is 
necessary to know that pi is a list of nonvariable elements, but the analyser A 
supports no description between “ground term” and “term whose arguments are 
variables” and B supports only “any” between “ground term” and “variable”. 
(Actually, this shows why the analyser A is not able (as pointed out in 116)) to find 
an adequate mode declaration for the procedure sprit in the program se&&se [Z] 
since the procedure s is a simplified version of SJ~L) To find the mode declaration 
from Example 4.5, it is necessary to treat the calls of 4 in clauses (12) and (13) in 
a different way. This is possible in our approach (implications in a binary postcondi- 
tion can be used for this purpose), but impossible in A and most of abstract 
retation methods. Analyser B is an exception. It uses a domain that describes 
ts but relations (between procedure arguments at the moment of call and 
upon a success). This gives increase of power corresponding, in a sense, to introduc- 
ing binary assertions in the proof method. 
In the abstract interpretation the same apparatus is applied to every program, 
while a proof method like ours can use assertions tailored to the program (and to 
the problem on hand, cf. Examples 2.3,2.4, 2.5,4.4 where four distinct assertions 
are given to the same procedure). It seems that for every abstract interpreter (designed 
roperty, e.g., mode declarat there exists a counterexample 
roperty is true but no rivable by this abstract inter- 
preter). 
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As the metalanguage of the inductive assertion method is not formally defined, 
the questions of completeness are not discussed in this p 
show that it is “complete w.r.t. declarative semantics” in 
ram its partial correctness with respect to the declarative semantics can be 
proved using the method. 
Let P be a program. For any predicate symbo n P,letp”bea(ne 
symbol (with the same arity) in the metalan e of assertions. 
f p’ is the declarative semantics of p. So we assume that p’ 
iff all the ground instances of p( t,, . . . J t,) are in the least 
model of P 
Let for any p the corresponding assertion be 
Here is a proof that P with such assertions is correct. Let uO+= Q~, . . . , a, 
clause of P, let po, . . . , pm be a corresponding valuation sequence. Implications (1) 
and (2) of the verification criterion are trivially true. 
Assume that alpl,..., amp, satisfy their postconditions. Then ot pm,.  . , a,,~,, 
satisfy their postconditions too. (uo+ al, . . . , a&~,, is a true implication in every 
model of P, hence all the ground instances of ep,, are in the least Herbrand model 
of P and the postcondition of epn holds. QED. 
So every property implied by the declarative semantics can be proved using the 
method presented here (more precisely: is implied by a property provable by our 
method). This concerns of course only partial correctness properties, i.e., those of 
the form “for any answer of the program a given formula is true”. 
7. conclusions 
In this paper, the inductive assertion method for logic programs was introduced 
and proved sound. The metalanguage of assertions was defined. ‘Ihe assertions can 
describe properties that are inexpressible in terms of the declarative semantics. The 
verification theorem makes it possible to prove the partial correctness of programs 
with respect o their assertions. The method is called “inductive assertion method” 
because it is a logic programming counterpart of the weIl-known inductive assertion 
method of 191. 
We think that the ability of stating and proving assertions is important for the 
following reasons: 
(1) Assertions may improve the legibility of some logic programs. They may be 
treated as formalised comments pecifying the actual form of procedure calls an 
succ~sseJ& 
(2) I?r9log programmers quite often reason about their programs in terms of 
execution (this is reflected by comments, ode declarations, etc.). tin 
assertions xz makes explicit some facts on which this reasoni 
(3) ~~~~uitive principles of reasoning 
8 s~~~~tic method for proving the co 
dccfarative semantics 
triable” essential in m 
tha* rekz3 to non und terms should m 
rr are sig~ous way. 
Ft may be coneivabie to use a me 
(thus inch&ng cut 
than deekatke se ract interpretation and the proof 
methods of [3,4] were presented. Extensions of the method to deal with some 
log were discussed. They can provide formal 
ures for which the declarative semantics is inapplicable. 
ve safe use of negation or the absence 
tic. 
s should be written and executed in such a way that 
only th<:k declarative semantics matters. However, the practice shows that it is not 
the case, Nondecl properties are also important and theoretically sound 
methods lo deal wi are r~eeded. This paper is intended to contribute to filling 
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